Sellers Guide•

In Seattle it’s been a seller’s market for a very long time. Why then would
you need a good Realtor, not just a real estate broker, to list your
property? It helps to think like a buyer and put yourself in their position.
Buyers know they’re up against multiple offers, cash offers, waived
contingencies, and are spending a lot of their hard-earned money doing
pre-inspections in order to properly prepare an offer on a home. They’re
writing heart felt letters and putting themselves on the line with each offer
they make. It can cost close to $1,000.00 in home and sewer inspections
just for an opportunity to offer on a home. They can feel a bit beat up and
quite frankly taken advantage of. I’ve seen them turn on their heels and
exit a listing they think has been listed at a low price in order to generate
multiple offers because they feel they are being manipulated. Each
transaction can be a win-win for both the buyer and the seller. Both
parties want a flawless transaction with no surprises, which can be
accomplished with excellent Realtor guidance.

The Home Inspection Contingency•

During an inspection a licensed inspector can discover something buyers
may not be willing to take financial responsibility for. This can result in
asking the seller to either repair or compensate them for repairs in order to
proceed with the transaction. The status of a home that is in contract is
with an inspection contingency is “pending inspection” a status allowing
a buyer to exit the contract and keeping their earnest money. It can cast
a shadow on the home if goes back into active status, resulting in a
disappointing sold price. Some sellers and brokers prefer not to know the
exact condition of the home, placing the onus on the buyer to figure
things out. Therefore, buyers inspect the home prior to offering.

The Pre-Inspection•

You’ve got just a few days before offer review date and you want to
know what you’re getting before you waive everything and put your best
offer forward. You schedule the inspections for home and sewer to make
certain everything is in acceptable condition. There is no such thing as a
perfect home, they all have some maintenance or code issues and that is
normal.

Price•

Buyers all have access to a lot of information on every home. They will
know what all the comparable properties are and whether the asking
price is market value or not. Pricing your property at market value will
attract more qualified buyers and will help the property appraise at the
contracted price. A good Realtor will show you the advantages and risks
of pricing. They will properly vet the buyers to ensure the buyer is fully
committed and financially capable of completing the purchase.

Preparing Your Property•

A good Realtor will generate a list of maintenance items needed both
inside and outside of your home. They will create a plan of action
including scheduling everything needed to showcase your home in the
best way. Staging is something that makes a big difference, resulting in a
17%-20% higher sold price. The fresh perspective a Realtor brings will help
you be ready as you plan together for the offer you want. This is a lifelong
investment that needs protecting, placing it in the hands of a trusted
Realtor will be the best decision you’ve ever made.
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